Nothing Else Stacks Up!

Re s id e n t i a l Se r ie s

Interstate Brick: Durable, Sustainable, Affordable!
Brick are the standard that all
other materials are measured by.
Being natural clay, they are the
products that have a proven track
record of low maintenance, color
permanence, durability and low
life cycle cost.
Brick have a projected life 50-80
years greater than other veneer
materials.
Too often, our customers are led to
believe that brick are too expensive. Let us show you how the installed costs of brick can be
less than other materials. Compared to Interstate Brick, “Nothing
Else Stacks UP!”

When it comes to selecting a
long lasting, expressive siding
with brick. Make your home

Imagine the Possibilities!
Our residential brick are manufactured in such an array of sizes,
colors, textures, and finishes that
your choices are endless!
Whether you are looking for old
world charm, modern sophistication or understated prestige, we
can “green” tumble, roll edges or
smooth the surfaces as needed.
Is cost a concern? Not to worry.
Let us show you how our larger
brick sizes can increase production rates to reduce high labor
costs. This may allow you the
home of your dreams without
breaking your budget.

beautiful, low maintenance,
material, nothing compares
a brick home!

Thin Brick — More Options — Interior and Exterior

Are you building a full brick home and
would like brick on your chimney and
gables? Not a problem. We can provide
both full bed depth and thin brick on
the same project.
Thin brick can go places that full brick
cannot - how about the dome in your
dining room or the barrel vault ceiling
in your wine cellar? Perhaps the new
backsplash for your kitchen?
Interstate Brick offers a full line of thin
brick and related installation supplies
for all of our residential colors. Thin
brick is easy to install, and a perfect
option for those do

Patios, Fireplaces, Barbecues, Fire Pits & More

Cape Cod

Champagne

Are you looking for the perfect
place to relax?
Nothing relaxes like a maintenance free patio in all brick.
Cozy up to a great book by the
warmth of an outdoor fireplace.
Invite friends and family over for
an evening of roasting marshmellows and telling stories.

Charleston

Cook Cherry
pizzasRed
in your brick oven.
Relax! Enjoy!

The printed colors shown in this brochure may vary from actual brick samples.

Clifton

Columbard

Country Manor

Champagne

Dartmouth

English Tudor

Coal

Ponderosa

We recommend color selection be made from actual brick samples.

Charleston

Old Baltimore

Sage

Old Virginia

Coventry

Cape Cod

Mahogany

Stratford

The printed colors shown in this brochure may vary from actual brick samples.
We recommend color selection be made from actual brick samples.

Hampton

Weathered Wood

You Are The Creator –
One of the most significant advantages of
brick is that it is installed one brick at a
time. Mix and match colors, create accents,
quoins, and patterns as quickly as laying a
brick. You decide. If you need a little help
with ideas, take a drive into your communities founding neighborhoods and see what
others have done.

Build with Brick! Nothing Else Stacks Up!
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